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Your thesis is not the only milestone.
Contain Your Outputs
“What you produce is of value”
• Establish your researcher identity
• Create your research portfolio
• Contribute to research culture
You are building

• Credibility

• Reputation

• Peer Esteem
“Publically funded research should be publically available”
Open access

• Connects the global research community

• Democratises access to information
Lincoln University Research Archive

http://researcharchive.lincoln.ac.nz
Create a persistent link to your research outputs
New Zealand’s specialist land-based university
Protect Your Outputs
• Copyright
• Author rights
• Creative Commons licences
New Zealand's specialist land-based university
Maximise Your Outputs
Don’t lose opportunities...

• Increase your visibility
• Curate your research
• Mark your progress as a researcher
Collect versions of your work
What do we mean by “versions”? 

In the traditional environment

• Preprint
• Accepted manuscript
• Publishers version
Why collect versions?

• Increases your profile
• Consolidates your reputation
• Promulgates your research
The New Normal...
Contain
Protect
Maximise
your research outputs
On the horizon - Data management
Questions and Comments?
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